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Introduction: copolymer types 

v  Statistical copolymer (random) – ABAABABBBAABAABB 
two different repeating units are distributed randomly 

Cationic 

Radical   

Anionic 

Reactivity ratios 
rA=pAA/pAB  
rB=pBB/pBA 

v  Alternating copolymer – ABABABABABABABABAB 
alternating sequences of different monomers 
 
v  Block copolymer –  AAAAAAABBBBBBB 
long sequences of one monomer are followed by long 
sequences of another monomer 



Introduction: polymerization-induced phase 
separation (PIPS) 

Preliminary requirements for PIPS: 
v  partial incompatibility of the monomer species, characterized by the 

Flory-Huggins χ parameter 
v  multi-block structure of the growing sequence, characterized by the 

mean block length n 
High χn value Microphase separation 

Microstructured 
thin films 



PIPS in radical copolymerization 

Typical radical copolymerization: 

v  r1, r2 < 1.0  à statistical CP n < 2.0 
v   χ < 1 

Low χn value 

no PIPS is observed 

Additional Factor to push up reactivity ratios or Flory-Huggins parameter!  
System heterogeneity – selective substrate changes local concentration 

How does the selective substrate 
affect 

v  the copolymer composition 
v  the chain sequence statistics  

during the free radical 
copolymerization? 



Radical copolymerization of styrene (S) and 
acrylic acid (A) 

Dependence of the poly(S-co-A) 
composition on the initial monomer feed  

Experimental realization: styrene + acrylic acid + porous silicagel: 
rA=0.13; rS=0.28; χ= 0.2; sorption of A-units 
 

v  Small silica pores – 8 nm size, 
monomer layer ~ 6 monomers 

v  Larger silica pores – 40 nm size, 
monomer layer ~ 24 monomers 

v  In bulk – for reference 
v  Conversion <15% - to avoid the 

effect of monomer exhaustion 

Significant shift in the 
composition! 

FA(fA=20) ~ 35,5 (bulk) à 
19,8 (Si-OH-8) mol% 

 

fA 



Computer simulation of A-S radical copolymerization 

R0 
D 

DPD - Dissipative Particle Dynamics - very coarse-grained version of classical 
molecular dynamics: 

v  Four variable parameters: rA, rS, χ and χeff 

v   Χeff – effective interaction parameter 
between the substrate and A-units 

v  Asymmetric case: minor A-fraction and 
preferential surface sorption of A-units 
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growing polymer chain polymerizes in 
partly segregated media, fixing it 

spatial structure 
 



Changes in the copolymer composition 
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Copolymer composition (χeff) 
for the asymmetric case 20:80 A:S 

20:80 A:S 

Downshift in the averaged copolymer 
composition upon: 
v  pore size decrease  
v  substrate selectivity increase 

bulk 

Effect is more pronounced when the 
substrate attracts monomers that 
are in smaller fraction 
(the volume concentration decreases 
significantly) 



Sequence statistics 
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SSS-triad fraction increase upon: 
v  pore size decrease  
v  substrate selectivity increase 

NMR phenol ring triangle fitting 
by three Gaussian peaks 

SSS 
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bulk 
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Chain blockiness increases in small 
pores with strong selectivity! 

Triads – SSS, SSA, ASA – statistical property 
of the monomer sequence. 

20:80 A:S 

SSS triad fraction (χeff) 

bulk 



Observable reactivity ratios r’A and r’S  

We need a special derivative of the monomer units’ positions 
along the polymer chain! 

r’A = p’ AA /p’AS ; r’S = p’SS/p’SA 

The deviation of r’ from r indicates the degree of blockiness under 
the influence of substrate 

Direct calculation of the real probabilities to find two consequential units 

  FA,% Observable 
reactivity ratios 

Bulk 19.40 r’A= 0.13 r’S = 0.38  

Pores,  
D = 4 χeff = 38 

19.11  
r’A= 0.24 r’S = 0.90 

rA = 0.13; rS = 0.38 



Conclusions 
•  Selective substrate affects both copolymer composition and 

sequence blockiness during free-radical copolymerization. 
•  The effect is more pronounced when: 

•  the polymerization occurs in small pores or thin layers (the ratio 
between the substrate surface and bulk volume is high), 

•  the substrate attracts monomers that are in smaller fraction in 
the monomer feed mixture (the volume concentration of that 
monomer decreases significantly) 

•  The chain blockiness increases. 
•  Explanation: partial spatial separation of monomer units, due to 

selective adsorption to the substrate, leads to changes in the local 
concentration of monomer units around the growing chain end. 

•  The effect of selective substrate cannot be described by simple 
copolymerization theories (standard terminal models and even 
complicated penultimate and pen-penultimate models) or calculated 
using standard reactivity ratios.  
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Thank you  
for your attention! 



Model symmetric reaction with  
rА = rB = 1.0, random AB copolymer, n=2 

Both r’A and r’B for 50% feed composition 
and less overcome the threshold r = 1.0 
(mean block length increases) 

Feed ratio Substrate influence 

The selective substrate changes the 
copolymerization behavior even for this 
model case, moving down the composition-
feed curve, this shift is larger for minor 
fractions of adsorbing A-units. 



Calculated dependences of FA on fA for two sets of χ parameters. 



Методология: DPD (Dissipative Particle Dynamics) 

bead 
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Due to the usage of soft potential 
some charge smearing must be 

used 
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